
What is the Zinc FingerWhat is the Zinc Finger
Domain (ZNF)?Domain (ZNF)?

  

If the ZNF is changed, EBF3 cannot
work properly in turning on and off
the genes required for development 
Our research found that changes
that occur in the part of the EBF3
gene encoding the ZNF correlate
with more symptoms and
developmental delays 

 The EBF3 gene encodes a
transcription factor - a master
regulator that turns other genes
along your DNA on and off
To do this, EBF3 has to bind, or
attach, to DNA
The ZNF is a portion of EBF3 that
helps it attach to the grooves in the
strands of DNA, then turning certain
genes on 
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Your body is 
made of cells

Cell Chromosome DNA Gene

The Zinc Finger
Domain gets its
name from its

unique shape similar
to a thumbs up.

ZNF and Your DNA
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How can How can EBF3EBF3 conditions conditions
be measured?be measured?

  
EBF3-Developmental and

Behavioral Scale (EBF3-DBS):
 Determines an individual’s risk of having

a disease-causing EBF3 gene change
Scored based on the frequency of
commonly observed features in EBF3
related conditions
Such features include hypotonia
(decreased muscle tone), ataxia
(impaired balance or coordination),
speech delay, strabismus (eye
misalignment), constipation, GERD
(frequent acid reflux) , UTI (infections of
the urinary tract), hypomimia (reduced
facial expressions), scratching, and
incoordination (lack of smooth and
efficient movements)

These diagnostic scales and findings could
help families and clinicians diagnose, provide

prognosis, and prepare therapies earlier. 
 
 

EBF3 Developmental Delay
Severity Scale (EBF3-DDSS): 

Quantifies symptom severity using
prevalence of features and number of
months delayed in motor development
Found a correlation between more
severe DDSS scores and changes in the
part of the EBF3 gene encoding the ZNF

Why is the ZNFWhy is the ZNF
important in EBF3?important in EBF3?
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This is a brief summary of the Chao
lab’s most recent publication, 
“An Integrated Phenotypic and

Genotypic Approach Reveals a High-
Risk Subtype Association for EBF3

Missense Variants Affecting the Zinc
Finger Domain,” published in 2022 in

the journal Annals of Neurology.

Recognizing andRecognizing and
PredictingPredicting  

EBF3EBF3 Related Autism Related Autism
Spectrum andSpectrum and

NeurodevelopmentalNeurodevelopmental
DisordersDisorders

  

For a free, pre-print version of the paper,
"Integrated phenotypic and mutational approach
defines EBF3-related HADD syndrome genotype-

phenotype relationships" visit
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.

12.07.20238691v2.full-text 

 To learn more about the Chao Lab and
view our publications, visit:

https://www.bcm.edu/research/faculty-
labs/hsiao-tuan-chao-lab
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We encourage you to discuss these findings
with your clinical provider, genetic counselor,
or neurologist if you are interested in further

information regarding diagnosis.

EBF3 Related Autism
Spectrum and

Neurodevelopmental
Disorders

Changes within the EBF3
gene in one chromosome

HADDS

*

or partial deletion 

Complete deletion
10q26 Deletion Syndrome

* -------

Changes in the parts of DNA
that increase expression of 

 the EBF3 gene in one
chromosome

Isolated Autism

(Lopes et al, 2017) (Deisseroth et al, 2022)

(Padhi et al, 2021)

(Chao et al, 2017) (Harms et al, 2017) (Sleven et al, 2017)
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of the EBF3 gene on
chromosome 10 

2022

 Conclusion:
EBF3 gene changes

affecting the ZNF area
of the transcription
factor correlate to
more symptoms
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